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ABSTRACT 
This Power System Analysis toolbox by using MATLAB GUI has been 
developed by the author to assist in typical Power System Analysis. The one of the 
objectives of this project is to develop an educational toolbox for Electrical Power 
System students and lecturers in order to solve some of Power System problems such as 
Power Flow Analysis, Fault Analysis, Optimal Dispatch of Power Generation, and 
lastly is, Steady State and Transient Stability Analysis. All this kinds of problems 
consists of various methods of mathematical calculation which is difficult to perform by 
using manual calculation (formula and calculator). The existence of this educational 
toolbox will help the user to calculate the calculation become more faster and easier. 
This educational toolbox was developed by using MATLAB 7.1 software (M-File and 
Graphical User Interface). MATLAB, with its extensive numerical resources, can be 
used to obtain numerical solutions that involve various types of vector-matrix 
operations. This Power System educational toolbox allows the user especially students 
to analyze and design power systems without having a lot of calculation.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Overview 
 
 
Power System Analysis is an analysis that is so important nowadays. It is not 
only important in economic scheduling, but also necessary for planning and operation 
for a system. Based on that, in recently years, there are many researches, new 
developments and analysis was introduced to people in order to mitigate the problems 
that involving Power System Analysis such as Load Flow Analysis, Fault Analysis, 
Stability Analysis and Optimal Dispatch on Power Generation.  
 
i) Load Flow Analysis is important to analyze any planning for power 
system improvement under steady state conditions such as to build new 
power generation capacity, new transmission lines in the case of 
additional or increasing of loads, to plan and design the future expansion 
of power systems as well as in determining the best operation of existing 
systems. 
 
ii) Fault Analysis is important to determine the magnitude of voltages and 
line currents during the occurrence of various types of fault. 
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iii) Stability Analysis is necessary for reliable operation of power systems to 
keep synchronism after minor and major disturbances.  
 
iv) Optimal Dispatch is to find real and reactive power to power plants to 
meet load demand as well as minimize the operation cost. 
 
 
All the analysis discussed above is an importance tool involving numerical 
analysis that applied to a power system. In this analysis, there is no known analytical 
method to solve the problem because it depends on iterative technique. Iterative 
technique is one of the analysis that using a lot of mathematical calculations which takes 
a lot of times to perform by hand. So, to solve the problems, the development of this 
toolbox based on MATLAB 7.1 with Graphical User Interface (GUI) will help the 
analysis become quick and easy. 
 
Over the past decade, a few versions of educational software packages using 
advanced programming languages such as C, Borland C++, Pascal or Fortran have been 
developed for power engineering curriculums. But, the author chose MATLAB 7.1 with 
GUI to develop this software since most of the students are familiar with MATLAB. In 
addition to that, MATLAB is a matrix-based software package, which makes it ideal for 
Power System Analysis. MATLAB, with its extensive numerical resources, can be used 
to obtain numerical solutions that involve various types of vector-matrix operations. 
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1.2 Objectives 
 
The main objectives that the author wants to be achieved in this project are: 
 
i)      To develop an educational toolbox in order to solve Power System       
     Analysis problems. 
ii) To obtain simulation and analysis by using MATLAB GUI 
 
 
 
1.3       Scope of Project 
 
In this project, the author will focused on: 
 
i) Study the theory of Power System Analysis that involves Load Flow 
Analysis, Fault Analysis, Stability Analysis and Optimal Dispatch of 
Power Generation. 
ii) This project will concentrates on MATLAB 7.1 programming with 
Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
iii) To perform simulation of Load Flow Analysis, Fault Analysis, Stability 
Analysis and Optimal Dispatch of Power Generation.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The literature review will be divided into two parts. The first one is, the author 
will discuss on the theory of Load Flow, Fault Analysis, Stability Analysis and Optimal 
Dispatch of Power Generation meanwhile for second one is, on Graphical User 
Interface (GUI) that build MATLAB Software. 
 
 
2.1 Load Flow Analysis 
 
Power flow studies are the backbone for power system analysis and design. 
They are necessary for planning, operation, economic scheduling and exchange of 
power between utilities. Power flow analysis is required for many other analyses such 
as fault analysis, transient stability studies and contingency studies [1]. 
 
There are THREE methods that can be used to solve power flow analysis. The 
methods are Gauss-Seidel Method, Newton-Raphson method, and Fast Decoupled 
method. 
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i) Gauss-Seidel Method 
 
Gauss-Seidel method is a technique used to solve a linear system of 
equations. The method is named after the German mathematicians Carl 
Friedrich Gauss and Philipp Ludwig von Seidel. The method is an improved 
version of the Jacobi method. It is defined on matrices with non-zero diagonals, 
but convergence is only guaranteed if the matrix is either diagonally dominant or 
symmetric and positive definite [2].  
 
ii) Newton-Raphson method 
 
In numerical analysis, Newton's method (also known as the Newton–
Raphson method or the Newton–Fourier method) is perhaps the best known 
method for finding successively better approximations to the zeros (or roots) of 
a real-valued function. Newton's method can often converge remarkably 
quickly, especially if the iteration begins "sufficiently near" the desired root. Just 
how near "sufficiently near" needs to be and just how quickly "remarkably 
quickly" can be depends on the problem, as is discussed in detail below. 
Unfortunately, far from the desired root, Newton's method can easily lead an 
unwary user astray with little warning. Thus, good implementations of the 
method embed it in a routine that also detects and perhaps overcomes possible 
convergence failures [3]. 
 
The Jacobian matrix is the matrix of all first-order partial derivatives of a 
vector-valued function. Its importance lies in the fact that it represents the best 
linear approximation to a differentiable function near a given point. In this 
sense, the Jacobian is akin to a derivative of a multivariate function. For n > 1, 
the derivative of a numerical function must be matrix-valued, or a partial 
derivative [4].   
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iii)    Fast decoupled method 
 
The Fast decoupled power flow solution requires more iterations than the 
Newton-Raphson method, but requires considerably less time per iteration and 
a power flow solution is obtained rapidly. This technique is very useful in 
contingency analysis where numerous outages are to be simulated or a power 
flow solution is required for on-line control [1]. 
 
For large scale power system, usually the transmission lines have a very high 
X/R ratio. For such a system, real power changes P  are less sensitive to changes in 
voltage magnitude and are most sensitive to changes in phase angle . Similarly, 
reactive power is less sensitive to changes in angle and most sensitive on changes in 
voltage magnitude. Incorporate of these approximations into the Jacobian matrix in 
Newton-Raphson power flow solution makes the elements of the submatrices J12 and J21 
zero [5]. 
 
We are then left with two separated systems of equations 
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2.2 Fault Analysis 
There are two types of fault that is occur in power system network which are [1] 
a) Three phase balanced faults 
b) Unbalance faults 
 
Different types of unbalanced faults are [5]: 
 
a) Single line to ground faults 
b) Line to line faults 
c) Double line to ground faults 
 
The types of fault can be seen in Figure 2.1 below [1] 
 
A) Single line to ground fault B) line to line fault
C) Double line to ground fault
D) Balance three phase fault (to 
ground)
E) Balance three phase fault 
F) Single line to ground fault (through 
Resistance)
 
Figure 2.1 Types of Fault 
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Fault studies are very important in power system analysis. The problem consists of 
determining bus voltage and line currents during various types of faults. The 
information gained from fault studies are used for [1]: 
 
a) Proper selection of circuit breaker. 
b) Determination of relay setting and coordination which control the circuit 
breakers. 
c) Select and set phase relays (for 3 phase balance fault) and ground relays 
(for line to ground fault). 
d) Obtain the rating of protective switchgears 
 
2.2.1 Balanced Three Phase Fault 
This type of fault is defined as the simultaneous short circuit across all three 
phases. It occurs infrequently, but it is the most severy type of fault encountered. 
Because the network is balanced, it is solved on a per phase basis. The other phases 
carry identical current except for the phase shift [1].  
 
2.2.2 Unbalanced Fault 
The Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3, and Figure 2.4 below will illustrate about single line 
to ground fault, line to line fault, and double line to ground fault [1]. 
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Figure 2.2 Single Line to Ground Fault 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Line to Line Fault 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Double Line to Ground Fault 
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2.3.1 Stability Analysis 
 
 
Stability is the ability of the power system to retain stable in normal operation 
after   having endured some form of disturbance. Stability is conducted at planning level 
when new generating and transmitting facilities are developed. The studies are needed in 
determining the relaying system needed, critical fault clearing time of circuit breaker, 
critical clearing angle, auto reclosing time tcr, voltage level and transfer capability 
between system. When the power system loss stability, the machines will lose 
synchronization and it will no longer working at synchronous speed. This will lead to 
power, voltage and current to oscillate drastically. It can cause damage to the loads 
which receive electric supply from the instable system [1]. 
 
  
2.3.1 Steady-State Stability 
 
Steady-State Stability is the ability of a system to remain synchronism after 
small and slow disturbances [5].   
 
 
2.3.2 Transient State Stability 
 
Transient State Stability is the ability of the power system to maintain in stability 
after large, major and sudden disturbances. For example are, occurrence of faults, 
sudden load changes, loss of generating unit, line switching. The transient stability 
studies involve the determination of whether or not synchronism is maintained after the 
machine has been subjected to severe disturbance [1]. Types of disturbances [5]: 
 
i) Sudden application of load/sudden load changing 
ii) Loss of generation 
iii) Fault on the system 
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2.3.3 Equal Area Criterion 
 
A method known as equal area criterion can be used for a quick prediction of 
stability after the machine has been subjected to severe disturbance. For example is 
sudden change of load. 
 
Lets consider the machine operating at equilibrium point,δ0 , with mechanical 
power equal to electrical power, or  Pm0=Pe0, as shown in Figure 2.5 [1].  
 
0 90
0
δ
180
0
Pe = Pmax sin δ
A1
δmaxδ1δ0
Pm1
Pm0
P
A2
 
Figure 2.5 Equal area criterion: sudden change of load 
 
Consider a sudden increase in input power (mechanical power) from Pm0 to Pm1. 
Since Pm1 > Pe0, the accelerating power of the rotor is positive and the power angle δ 
increases. The excess energy stored in the rotor during the initial acceleration is  
                                   
1
0
1 1
area A
m e
P P d               (2.4) 
With increase in δ, the electrical power is increases, and when δ = δ1, electrical 
power is equal to the new power input, Pm1. At this point, the accelerating power is zero 
but the rotor still running above synchronous speed. Hence, δ and electrical power Pe 
will continue to increase. Now Pm1 < Pe, causing the rotor is decelerating towards 
synchronous speed until δ= δmax. The energy given up by rotor as it decelerates back 
towards synchronous speed is 
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m ax
0
1 2
area A
e m
P P d               (2.5) 
 
The power system maintain its stability if |Area A1 = Area A2|. This is known as 
the equal area criterion. The rotor angle will then oscillate back and forth between δ0 
and δmax at its natural frequency [5].  
 
At A1 = A2,   
                                 
m ax
0
1 2 1
0
m e
A A P P d                                 (2.6) 
 
The critical clearing angle, δc, is reached when δmax, is at intersection of Pm 
and Pe. The circuit breaker must open the faulted line before δ reached the critical 
clearing angle, δc. The time for power angle reach the critical clearing angle is called 
critical clearing time [5].  
 
Critical clearing angle, δc is give by: 
  
 
                         
maxmax
max
coscos
o
m
c
P
P
                             (2.7) 
 
Critical clearing time, tc is give by 
 
 
m
c
c
Pf
H
t
0
0
2
                                       (2.8) 
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2.4 Optimal Dispatch of Power Generation 
  
Power Flow solution provided the voltage phase angle and the reactive power 
generation. In the practical power system, power plants are not at the same distance 
from the centre of load and their fuel costs are different. Also, under normal operating 
condition the generation capacity is more than the total load demand and losses. Thus 
there are many option for scheduling generation. In an interconnected power system, the 
objective is to find the real and reactive power scheduling of each power plant in such a 
way as to minimize the operating cost. This means that generator’s real and reactive 
power are allowed to vary within certain limits so as to meet a particular load demand 
with minimum fuel cost. This is called the Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem [5].  
 
The OPF is used to optimize the power flow solution large scale power system. 
This is done by minimizing selected objective functions while maintaining an acceptable 
system performance in terms of generator capability limits and the output of the 
compensating devices. The objective function, also known as cost function, may present 
economic costs, and system security [5] .  
 
Lets say, there is a system like Figure 2.6 that consists of N thermal-generating 
units connected to a single bus-bar serving a received electrical load Pload.  The input to 
each unit, shown as Fi, represents the cost rate of the unit. The total cost rate of this 
system is, of course, the sum of the costs of each of the individual units. The essential 
constraint on the operation of this system is that the sum of the output powers must 
equal to the load demand [6]. 
 
     
 F1                                                                           P1 
 
 
                F2 P2 
          Pload 
 
 FN                                                                          PN 
 
              Figure 2.6 N thermal units committed to serve a load of Pload 
1 
2 
N 
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2.4.1 Economic Dispatch with Generator Limits 
 
 
The output power for any generator should not be exceed its rating or be below 
the value for stable boiler operation. Thus the generators must have a minimum and 
maximum real power output limits. But the problem is to find the real power generation 
for each plant such that cost are minimized, subject to Meeting load demand (equality 
constraints) and Constrained by the generator limits (inequality constraints) [5]. 
 
The Kuhn-Tucker condition 
 
  (2.9) 
 
 
2.4.2 Economic Dispatch including Losses 
 
 
For large interconnected system where power is transmitted over long distances 
with low load density areas, transmission line losses are a major factor and affect the 
optimum dispatch of generation. One common practice for including the effect of 
transmission losses is to express the total transmission loss as a quadratic function of the 
generator power outputs [5]. The simplest quadratic form is  
                                                           (2.10) 
 
If Kron’s loss formula be used, the equation is  
 
 
 
             (2.11) 
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2.5 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 
 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a type of user interface which allows people 
to interact with a computer and computer-controlled devices. As opposed to traditional 
interface, it presents graphical icons, visual indicators or special graphical elements 
called "widgets". Often the icons are used in conjunction with text, labels or text 
navigation to fully represent the information and actions available to a user. But instead 
of offering only text menus, or requiring typed commands, the actions are usually 
performed through direct manipulation of the graphical elements [7]. 
 
A graphical user interface (GUI) is a pictorial interface to a program. A good 
GUI can make programs easier to use by providing them with a consistent appearance 
and with intuitive controls like pushbuttons, list boxes, sliders, menus, and so forth. The 
GUI should behave in an understandable and predictable manner, so that a user knows 
what to expect when he or she performs an action. For example, when a mouse click 
occurs on a pushbutton, the GUI should initiate the action described on the label of the 
button. This chapter introduces the basic elements of the MATLAB GUIs. The chapter 
does not contain a complete description of components or GUI features, but it does 
provide the basics required to create functional GUIs for your program [8]. 
 
A graphical user interface provides the user with a familiar environment in 
which to work. This environment contains pushbuttons, toggle buttons, lists, menus, 
text boxes, and so forth, all of which are already familiar to the user, so that he or she 
can concentrate on using the application rather than on the mechanics involved in doing 
things. However, GUIs are harder for the programmer because a GUI-based program 
must be prepared for mouse clicks (or possibly keyboard input) for any GUI element at 
any time. Such inputs are known as events, and a program that responds to events is 
said to be event driven. The three principal elements required to create a MATLAB 
Graphical User Interface are [8]: 
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i) Components.  
 
Each item on a MATLAB GUI (pushbuttons, labels, edit boxes, etc.) is a   
graphical component. The types of components include graphical controls 
(pushbuttons, edit boxes, lists, sliders, etc.), static elements (frames and text 
strings), menus, and axes. Graphical controls and static elements are created 
by the function uicontrol, and menus are created by the functions uimenu 
and uicontextmenu. Axes, which are used to display graphical data, are 
created by the function axes. 
 
ii) Figures.  
  
The components of a GUI must be arranged within a figure, which is            
window on the computer screen. In the past, figures have been created 
automatically whenever we have plotted data. However, empty figures can 
be created with the function figure and can be used to hold any combination 
of components. 
 
iii) Callbacks.  
  
Finally, there must be some way to perform an action if a user clicks a 
mouse on a button or types information on a keyboard. A mouse click or a 
key press is an event, and the MATLAB program must respond to each 
event if the program is to perform its function. For example, if a user clicks 
on a button, that event must cause the MATLAB code that implements the 
function of the button to be executed. The code executed in response to an 
event is known as a call back. There must be a callback to implement the 
function of each graphical component on the GUI. The basic GUI elements 
are summarized in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1 : Basic GUI Components 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
  On this chapter, it will discuss on the methodology of this project. It will 
describe on how this project is conducted and also the steps that will be followed in 
order to complete the project. This methodology will be separated into TWO parts, 
which are flow chart of this project and development of GUI software. 
                  
 
 
3.2 Flow Chart of Project 
The flow chart of the project can be seen in Figure 3.1 
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3.3       GUI Development 
            GUIDE, the MATLAB Graphical User Interface development environment, 
provides a set of tools for creating graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Usually, GUI 
will give the user to design their own layout of a program. In this section, we will 
discuss about the development in GUI on how this project be conducted.  
 
 
 
3.3.1  Creating Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) 
            To start GUIDE, enter guide at Matlab prompt. The display of GUIDE Quick 
Start dialog, is shown in Figure 3.2 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Main Page of GUI 
 
             
 From the Quick Start dialog, user can create a new GUI from one of the     
GUIDE templates or open an existing GUI. The Create New GUI part will be used to 
create a new GUI program and after select the option, click OK. The result should be 
appear as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Layout Area of GUI 
 
             
  The Open Existing GUI is used to callback the previous project that we 
have saved before. 
 
 
 
3.3.2      Layout the GUI 
               
 
  Using the GUIDE Layout Editor, the user can lay out a GUI easily by 
clicking and dragging GUI component such as panels, buttons, text fields, sliders, 
menus, and so on into the layout area. All of this component palette have their own 
function in GUI. 
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Figure 3.4 GUI Page 
 
 
 
3.3.2.1     Component Palette 
 
 
Table 3.1 : Name and Function of Component Palette 
Name of Component Function 
 
Push Button 
Push buttons will generate an action when 
clicked. For example, an OK button might close 
a dialog box and apply settings. By clicking the 
push button, it will appears depressed and by 
releasing the mouse, the button appears raised 
and its callback executes.  
 
 
Toggle Button 
 
 
Toggle buttons will generate an action and 
indicate whether they are turned on or off. When 
toggle button is click, it appears depressed, 
showing that it is on but when mouse button is 
release, the toggle button's callback will 
executes. However, unlike a push button, the 
toggle button remains depressed until the toggle 
button click at the second time.  
 
Radio Button 
Radio buttons are similar to check boxes, but are 
typically mutually exclusive within a group of 
